ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks are usually deployed in harsh and emergency scenarios, such as floods, fires, or earthquakes, where human participation to monitor and collect environmental data may be too dangerous. It can be also used for healthcare in extreme and remote environments. In such an environment, sensor nodes are faced with the risk of failure and the loss of valuable healthcare data. Therefore, fast collection and reliable storage of data becomes the two important basic topics for reliable data collection. Traditional distributed data collection protocols based on the network, such as Growth Codes proposed by Karma et al., have improved the persistence of data and the efficiency of reliable data collection in disaster scenarios. However, there are still some problems that reduce the overall efficiency. In this paper, we analyze the factors that affect the collection efficiency from a new perspective, the ratio of redundant symbols. Random feedback digestion (RFDG) model is proposed to digest the redundant symbols, similiar to our stomach digesting food, to remove redundant symbols and reduce resource consumption by using the feedback information of the already decoded code words sent by the sink node. This model can increase the valid information ratio in the network and finally increase data decoding efficiency. Three protocols are proposed in this paper according to different feedback mechanisms based on RFDG. It is shown that protocols based on RFDG outperform the growth codes protocol in data collection efficiency and reduce the delayed effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks are widely used in data collection in many different scenarios, such as habitat monitoring [1] , healthcare [2] and so on. In such networks, the nodes are often limited by processing ability, memory or energy. Furthermore, due to the influence of environmental factors, nodes may fail suddenly and unpredictably.
In extreme and remote environments, WSN applications for healthcare are faced with the risk of failure and the loss of data. Therefore, to improve the reliability of data is necessary and challenging for us within limited resources like low power and computing.
In a traditional network model based on store-and-forward, many packets are redundant and stored in other nodes by replicating. In this way, even if some nodes are failure, their data can survive in the network, ensuring reliability. However, simply copying the data increases the storage overhead, resulting in too much redundant duplicates stored in the network. As more source data is recovered, the probability of receiving new source data decreases, which will affect the data collection seriously. This problem is called ''Coupon Collector's Problem'' [3] .
The reliable data collection model based on network coding [3] provides an effective way to increase the persistence of sensor networks. In this type of network coding scheme, the amount of computation required for decoding is much more than encoding, which is very suitable for a network that consists of simple sensor nodes and strong sink nodes. Then sensor nodes encode and transmit the data, and the sink node receives and decodes data. That can avoid sensor nodes decode symbols and reduce the resource consumption.
Growth Codes [3] can increase the data persistence by increasing the codeword degree gradually and distributing codewords randomly. It solves the problem of reliable data collection in zero-configuration networks in disaster scenarios. In the framework like Growth Codes Protocol (GCP), the researchers have focused on the problem of data persistence. The data persistence [3] is defined as the fraction of data generated within the network that eventually reaches and decodes at the sink node. GCP employ a dynamically changing codeword degree distribution to improve the survivability of data and transmit data to sinks at a fast rate. However, an important assumption of GCP is that the codewords in the network have the same probability to be collected by the sink. This assumption is not very reasonable in realistic large-scale sensor networks. Because of the random forwarding strategy in GCP, there is a lot of duplication in data transmission, which causes the data to be difficult to spread to other parts of the network in a short time, and results the locality of data distribution. Therefore, data collection efficiency is reduced.
In this paper, we analyze the factors that affect the data collection efficiency from a novel perspective, the ratio of redundant symbols. We propose the Random Feedback Digestion (RFDG) model to digest the redundant symbols like our stomach digest food to remove the symbols and reduce resource consumption by using the feedback information of already decoded codewords sent by the sink node. This model can increase the valid information ratio in the network and finally increase data decoding efficiency. We designed three protocols according to different feedback mechanisms based on RFDG. Through different feedback methods, the protocols can be applied to different network environments.
Based on RFDG, we proposed three protocols use different feedback methods.
(1) Broadcast Feedback GC (BFGC): For the scenarios with high collection speed requirements, we proposed BFGC. It uses broadcast to spread feedback messages quickly. The nodes in the network will complete the digestion of redundant symbols in a shorter time than other protocols.
(2) Data Exchange Feedback GC (DEFGC): In order to minimize the feedback of the network load, we proposed DEFGC to integrate the feedback message with the symbol as a whole packet to participate in the data exchange of neighbor nodes. With the data exchange, feedback messages will spread rapidly throughout the network.
(3) Random Walk Feedback GC (RWFGC): When the feedback message accounts for a large proportion of data packets, the feedback message becomes the largest load. We have proposed RWFGC. This protocol feeds back through separate data packets, allowing feedback messages to travel randomly in the network. Reduce the influence of large data packet size.
And another contribution, we have derived a new degree conversion time sequence by mathematical derivation which suitable for the new protocols based on RFDG.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly introduce the background and the problems, show our motivations to solve the problems. In Section III, the concept and design of RFDG is described, we will introduce the framework of RFDG also. And the design of concrete feedback methods is important, we proposed three concrete feedback methods for RFDG in Section IV, these three feedback methods become three protocols under the help of RFDG. Since the new protocols improve the collection speed of codewords, a new optimal degree conversion sequence is derived in Section V. In Section VI, we experimentally compare the performance of the protocols based on RFDG and GCP. Section VII discusses the related work. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATIONS
In the following, some necessary preliminaries like the concept of Growth Codes [3] , the system setup and definitions will be described. The motivations are also mentioned.
A. SYSTEM SETUP Consider a system of n sensor nodes which have the ability to generate, store, and encode data. We define nodes with these features as source nodes. In GCP, there is one sink node, which collects packets generated by the source nodes. Every source node generates its own data, we call the data codeword, and in GCP, codewords will coding with other codewords when the degree is greater than 1, the number of encoded codewords is the degree of the symbol. That is, one symbol is the encoded data XOR by some codewords. In GCP, the encode operation always use XOR because of the advantage that can combine many codewords in one symbol. The unit of one communication is message or packet, the assembly of symbol and metadata which records the symbol encoded by which codewords. And one codeword is uniquely identified by the id that the node generated the codeword has.
We have introduced the concept of symbol and packet, and then how the packets are stored and transmitted? Each node has fixed storage that can store some packet. At the beginning, all packets in one node will be initialized as the data that the node generated. GCP divides time into rounds. In each round, every node selects one packet and exchanges it with one of its neighbors. At the end of one round, the sink node pick one packet from its neighbors and tries to decode the symbol in it.
B. LIMITATIONS OF GROWTH CODES
GCP increases the data collection speed, but it also has some problems like the delayed effect. Due to the redundant symbols in the network, some transmissions do not play their due role, the redundant symbols transmitted and the energy cost. We can see the delayed effect at the end of collecting, because the fresh data is rare and can hardly travel to the sink node. We can only wait these symbols transmit and exchange by random walks, so we have to wait a long time to collect the last symbols.
C. MOTIVATIONS
To understand the problem of inefficient data collection during the collection process, we take ''snapshots'' of all nodes in the network each round in the process of GCP. In the ''snapshots'', we focus on the number of redundant symbols, and make FIGURE 1 to show the relationship between the number of symbols recovered at sink and redundant symbols VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. The relationship between the number of decoded symbols and redundant codewords in the network.
in the network. To get the ''snapshots'', we count the number of redundant symbols in all nodes. One symbol is ''redundant'' only if all codewords that assembled this symbol are recovered at sink. FIGURE 1 shows the ''snapshots'' generated during a GCP data collection process. The X-axis represents the number of decoded data units and the Y-axis represents the number of redundant symbols in the network. At the beginning, the degree of symbols is 1, the number of redundant symbols increases as more and more codewords have been decoded. And then, the decoding rate of the protocol also begins to decrease. In GCP, the degree of symbols grows gradually, and one symbol with high degree can bearer more information of codewords. Some redundant symbols encode with undecoded codewords and then these symbols are not redundant, so the number of redundant symbols decreases after the degree growths, and the proportion of fresh symbols is gradually increasing. As a result, the probability of a packet that contains undecoded codeword increases dramatically, thereby decoding rate rises. However, in the final stage of data collection, the fresh data has become very rare, the proportion of redundant symbols occupies an absolute advantage, then leading to ''the delayed effect''. That is, the probability of the last few data being collected by chance is so small that the entire system needs to wait a long time to fully receive and decode the last codewords. In FIGURE 1, we can see that in the final stage, the number of redundant symbols in the network increases dramatically, and the decoding efficiency decrease drastically.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that there is a close relationship between the collection speed and the number of redundant symbols in the network. Either in the early stage that without coding or the final stage of collection, the decoding efficiency decreases as the number of redundant symbols increase. Based on this correspondence, we hope to reduce the impact of redundant symbols on the speed of data collection so that we can improve the data collection efficiency.
In this paper, we analyze the factors affecting data collection efficiency from a novel perspective that the ratio of redundant symbols in the network. A model which named Random Feedback Digestion (RFDG) model is proposed.
The thinking of RFDG is explained with FIGURE 1. It shows the relationship between the number of decoded symbols and redundant codewords in the network, and through this figure, we can find another relationship between the data collection efficiency and the number of redundant codewords in the network: The more redundant codewords in the network, the lower data collection efficiency it will be.
In the RFDG, the sink node transmits information containing the id of the decoded codewords to the network in a feedback manner so that nodes in the network can use the information to determine if the symbol is redundant. Our goal is to decrease the number of redundant symbols, and in our model, a symbol will be deleted if it is redundant. This model will reduce resource consumption and finally increase data collection efficiency. Based on this model, three new data collection protocols are designed according to different feedback mechanisms. In addition, the new model improves the efficiency of data collection, and accordingly, the growth of degree should also be changed. We have derived a new degree conversion time sequence by mathematical derivation. The protocol proposed in this paper can increase the speed of network data collection in the collection stages and keep the data reliability of GCP.
III. THE CONCEPT AND DESIGN OF RANDOM FEEDBACK DIGESTION MODEL
In Section II, we have analyzed the limitations of GCP. And the motivations have been elaborated after the analysis. A network data collection model is proposed in this section based on the motivations. The main idea of this model is to reduce the number of redundant codewords that the sink node have already decoded by the feedback messages send from the sink node. According to the motivations and analysis, the reduction of redundant codewords will lead to higher data collection efficiency.
A. THE EFFECT OF THE RATIO OF REDUNDANT CODEWORDS ON DECODING EFFICIENCY
The purpose of this paper is to improve the performance of degree-growth based data collection protocols [3] .
The purpose of this paper is to improve the performance of degree-growth data transmission strategy [3] . In the early stage, the speed of data collection will gradually slow down, and in the end of data collection, the delayed effect will be occurred. According to the experiment in Section I, we hypothesize that the decline of network decoding efficiency may have a certain relationship with the ratio of invalid codewords in the network: the increase of the proportion of redundant codewords leads to a decrease in the decoding efficiency of the sink nodes. The so-called invalid codeword is the codeword only consists of decoded data units, and it is useless for the sink node.
In order to prove the above conjecture, we first define the number of effective codewords exchanges in the network, and then prove the correctness of the conjecture.
Definition 1: Given a network that contains N nodes and satisfies the above characteristics, each node has C codeword space, and the entire network has K valid codewords. We define the effective flow distance of the network D f (N , C, k) as the number of valid codewords in the network that are exchanged.
According to this definition, we can quantify the flow of valid data in the network. The higher the effective flow distance of the network, the better the fluidity of the effective codeword, and vice versa is. It is defined as:
where k i is the number of valid codewords in node i, k i is the number of valid codewords in node i , i is the neighbor of
The average of the effective codewords of the nodes in the network is K N , so the above formula can also be roughly expressed as:
According to this formula, it can be concluded that the more valid codewords in the network, the higher the effective flow distance of the network.
Theorem 2: Given a network defined in Definition 1, define p(D f ) as the probability of valid data exchange in the network where the valid flow distance for any node in the network is D f . For any
Proof: An invalid data exchange selects invalid codewords for both sides of the exchange. To simplify the proof, suppose that the number of valid codewords of the two parties to be exchanged is the average of the valid codewords of the nodes in the network k. then
From the above conclusions, it can be concluded that when there are fewer invalid codewords in the network, the probability that node exchanges valid data is greater. The proxy node directly connected to the sink node is also included, so the reduction of the invalid codewords will improve the decoding performance of the sink node. In addition, because part of the duplicate data that has been collected is removed, the absolute value of the number of codewords in the network will be reduced, which will reduce the total amount of data transmitted in the network. Therefore, although with the same bandwidth, the data transmission will be completed quickly, and improve the overall data exchange efficiency of the network. The RFDG model designed in this paper is based on the optimization of these two aspects.
B. THE DESIGN OF RANDOM DIGESTION MODEL 1) THE ''LAST'' DELAY EFFECT
We will talk about the problem of ''the delayed effect'' in this section. It means that, for a degree-growth based data collection protocol, nodes can use higher degree for encoding. But there is still a serious delayed effect in the final stage of data collection and is unavoidable. The fundamental reason is that, as the codewords are continuously decoded, the proportion of redundant (not fresh data) codewords in the network increases sharply in the final stage, and accordingly, the decoding speed also decreases sharply at the end (FIGURE 1). The probabilistic strategies cannot completely solve this problem.
We believe that the key to solving ''the delayed effect'' problem is to design a strategy to reduce the total amount of the redundant symbols in the network, thereby reducing the ratio of redundant symbols and finally improving overall decoding efficiency.
RFDG is proposed based on the above inference. In which the sink node conveys the numbered information of the decoded data to the network in a feedback way, so that the network node can use the information to avoid the exchange of redundant symbols that need not be collected again. These symbols will exit the data exchange phase, thus reducing the corresponding resource consumption. This model can increase the valid information rate in data exchanging, and ultimately improve the data decoding efficiency.
2) A NEW STORAGE MODEL
In order to introduce a new feedback mechanism, it is necessary to change the storage model of the node in [3] . FIGURE 2 intuitively describes the node's storage model below. Compare to the traditional storage model, the new model has an extra space that store the information of feedbacks. Nodes are using this information to digest the redundant symbols in the storage. This space is implemented by bitmap, the ith bit indicates whether the codeword generated by the node which is decoded or not. We treat this bitmap as a set. In order to be easy to express, we will call this set as Z.
In our design, Z stores the ID of nodes which generate codewords have been decoded by the sink node, and this information is conveyed by the sink node. Sensor nodes use Z to determine whether a symbol is redundant or not. VOLUME 7, 2019 If it is redundant, the node will delete this symbol. So it is very important for us to add this space to the traditional model, or we cannot implement the feedback digestion strategy.
3) GENERAL ALGORITHM FOR DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL BASED ON RFDG
We will propose three protocols based on RFDG, the process of the protocols are similar in general. The basic framework of RFDG proposed in this paper is given below:
Algorithm 1 Framework of Feedback Digestion Model
Network and node settings: 1: Deploy N s ensor nodes to the environment rapidly. 2: Each node can save C codewords. 3: Each round, each node exchanges data with one of its neighbors. 4: Execute the feedback process after data exchange. 5: The sink node randomly selects a node connection in the network. 6 : Each round, the sink node receives a codeword from the connected sensor node. Sensor node i workflow: 1: Initially, the node senses data from the environment and generates a data unit x i 2: Initialize all C storage space using x i . 3: Set maxdegree = 1 4: In the tth round, sensor node i do the following works: 5: Select a codeword x randomly from one node of its neighbors; 6: If degree (x) < maxdegree and x was not coded by x i , then let x = x XOR x i ; 7: while t ≥ K maxdegree maxdegree + +; 8: Exchange x with a neighbor's codeword y; 9: Save y in where x was stored; 10: Do feedback process; Sink node workflow: 1: Create two collections X and Y . X saves the decoded data unit, Y saves undecoded codewords; 2: In the tth round, the sink node do the following works:
Obtain a codeword from the proxy node with a degree of degree(s) = d;
If dist (s, X ) = 0, discard invalid codewords s;
If dist(s, X ) = 1, decode a data unit from the codeword x i and put it into X . Decode codewords in Y using the symbols decoded in X ; If a new symbol was decoded, feedback to the network.
Because of the introduction of RFDG, the degree distribution proposed by the traditional data collection protocol based on degree-growth is no longer applicable. Therefore, according to the characteristics of RFDG, the optimal degree distribution is deduced. The proof of this sequence will be given in Section V. The above process defines a node's operation of data stored in memory after a feedback message reached. First, the IDs of decoded symbols in the received feedback message is added to the local decoded symbol ID set Z . Nodes use Z to digest the codeword stored in the node, that is, to delete the redundant codewords.
In a word, this framework can improve the efficiency of collecting codewords because the network deletes redundant codewords during the process of exchanging data.
Based on this framework, three kinds of data collection protocols using different feedback mechanisms based on RFDG model are designed by balancing the feedback effect and communication cost.
IV. DESIGN OF PERSISTENCE DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL BASED ON RANDOM FEEDBACK DIGESTION MODEL A. BFGCP WITH BROADCAST FEEDBACK
Wireless sensor networks have the natural property of broadcasting. By broadcasting, messages can be quickly diffused from the source nodes to the network. The sink node forwards the decoded number information to neighbors through broadcast. Each node that receives the feedback message executes the digestion process mentioned in the third chapter and then spreads out it in the same manner.
Based on this property, we proposed BFGCP(Broadcast Feedback Growth Codes Protocol) that using broadcast to spread feedback messages. Simply using broadcast without control will cause broadcast storm problems. That is, the same message will be broadcast circularly in the network. This situation will cause network congestion and waste of energy.
In order to alleviate the broadcast storm problem in the broadcast network, we limit the broadcast conditions of the nodes and specify that specify the nodes can only broadcast under certain conditions. The focus is on how to handle the broadcast messages received by the node. For limiting the broadcast storm, two options can be selected: 1) Numbered the broadcast messages, and nodes only broadcast the messages that have not been broadcasted discarding the messages that have already been broadcast.
2) Nodes select the message containing the most feedback information to broadcast and discard other messages.
In the first option, a list of broadcasted message numbers needs to be maintained. As more and more messages are received, node should choose one feedback message to broadcast in the feedback message queue or set. We find that if only one message broadcast can be selected per round, selecting the message containing the most information can bring the maximum benefit for the congestion problem. However, evaluating only the largest amount of information, that is, the number of data units contained in the feedback message is not conducive to the expansion of the message. Therefore, based on these two options we propose a new algorithm: Algorithm 3 BFGC Protocol With Broadcast Feedback 1: Receive feedback message from broadcast and extract the decoded data unit number set from it V 2: Compare collection V with Z ; 3: If V is not a subset of Z , then update Z with V ; 4: If V is a subset of Z , discart this feedback message; 5: If the state of Z was changed, construct feedback message and broadcast it to its neighbors;
In the above strategy, we have restricted the conditions for nodes broadcasting to avoid broadcast storms. Only after the node accepts feedback, the state of the Z set changes before it is broadcast to the neighbors. According to the strategy, the upper bound of broadcast time has been proposed below:
In the worst case where each node broadcasts after the decoded number changes, each node should broadcast N times, so the maximum times is N 2 . FIGURE 3 (a) and (b) are two screenshots of a WSN simulation software named SimGC and they show the basic process of broadcast feedback. In this network, node 16 broadcasts the feedback message to its neighbors, and then node 35 broadcasts the message which changed its state. We noticed that, after receiving the feedback message, the number of codewords in node 35 was reduced. Because the invalid codewords were digested by the RFDG, and then, the total amount of data in the network was declined.
B. DEFGCP, FEEDBACK ON DATA EXCHANGING
In the BFGCP, the extra feedback process is used after data exchange. In fact, the separate feedback needs to synchronize the data exchange process and feedback process, that is, the feedback stage must start after the accomplishment of data exchange stage. However, the synchronization extends the data collection time and increases the complexity of protocol design and implementation.
In order to make a tradeoff between feedback effect and communication cost, we propose another solution to combine the process of data exchanging and feedback together. Based on this thought, we proposed DEFGCP (Data Exchange Feedback Growth Codes Protocol).
The following FIGURE 4 shows the design of the data packet for feedback at the same time of data exchange. Based on the original data packet format, the decoded bitmap is added to indicate whether the corresponding numbers of data units have been decoded. In this design, the bitmap space of the same size as the originally encoded numbered bitmap is used to identify which data units of the codeword encoding are used as feedback messages. The feedback process is as follows:
Algorithm 4 Feedback at the Same Time as
Note that in the above feedback process, the node first forwards the decoded bitmap to the neighbors, and the neighbor uses the feedback message to digest the invalid codewords in its storage, and then returns the latest known decoded number back. The two nodes that exchange data in this way share their respective known data directly, ie the feedback process is completed in one data exchange.
The advantage of this design is that it reduces the process of individual feedback, not only can reduce the overall protocol complexity, but also can reduce the communication burden. The number of communications per round is equal to the GCP, and no additional feedback process is needed. Only a feedback message field needs to be extended in the original data packet to achieve higher frequency feedback data update and lower overhead.
In FIGURE 5, (a) and (b), depicte the process of how DEFGCP exchange feedback and sense data at the same time and demonstrate how the codewords are digested. We can see that after the data exchange, the number of codewords in node 73 are declined.
C. RWFGCP, FEEDBACK MESSAGES RANDOM WALK IN THE NETWORK
Scenario 1 uses broadcast as the way of sharing feedback data, but broadcast may cause ''broadcast storm'' problem. Although broadcasts are restricted in Option 1, broadcast feedback is still more complicated. In order to reduce the complexity of the feedback process, a feedback mechanism for feedback messages randomly transmitted in the network is designed. This method adopts the unicast mode, and the feedback messages forward from the sinks spread to the network in a random walk manner.
After a round of data collection, the sink node may decode a data unit. If a new data unit is decoded, we hope that the latest data should be shared with the network as early as possible to reduce the number of retransmissions of invalid codewords. According to this requirement, this message is fed back to the network whenever the sink node decodes a new data unit. The message contains the number of all decoded data units in the current node.
After the first round of data collection, the feedback process begins. The sink node directly passes the first decoded number to the directly connected node. The node checks whether there is a feedback message forwarded by the neighboring node at the beginning of each round, and uses the feedback message to dispel the invalid codeword, and then pick a neighbor randomly to forward the message. Each subsequent round performs the same process.
In the early stage of feedback, since the feedback message is transmitted less frequently, it may be more concentrated around the aggregation node. At this time, there will be a situation in which feedback messages are accumulated. That is, one node holds multiple feedback messages and forwards one message in each round. If only the feedback message is placed in the forwarding queue for forwarding without any processing, the situation of forwarding the older feedback message will occur. To prevent this happening, the feedback message that will enter the feedback message queue is processed, and the node's decoded number set is updated into the feedback message.
The average time of random walk on the map is an important issue that needs to be considered in this scheme. The problem is [13] the lattice model and [14] the complex models in the discussion have been discussed. We hope that the feedback message from the convergence node can reach the remote node with the minimum number of steps, but after calculating the farthest step is more than the total number of experiments in the experiment, this solution does not limit the life of the feedback message. The following process describes the feedback steps for random walks.
In the t th round, sensor node i do the following works: This scheme is the most natural, and the feedback efficiency is also low in the three scenarios presented in this paper. The random walk model of feedback messages in the network is equivalent to the random exchange of sensory data in the network. Take this simple approach. The method forwards the feedback message to avoid the complexity of the solution 1, but is also less efficient.
V. DEGREE CONVERSION TIME SEQUENCE OPTIMIZATION A. NEW DATA TRANSFER AND FEEDBACK MODEL
Since the FGCP introduces a feedback mechanism, the codedegree conversion time sequence of the traditional data collection protocol based on degree increase does not apply to our new protocol. FGCP increases the data decoding rate at each stage, so the data needs to be coded earlier than GCP to achieve better collection efficiency. In this chapter, we use mathematics to derive the optimized encoding degree conversion time sequence.
The time sequence not only depends on the specific implementation of the encoding, but also has a close relationship with the network topology. In addition, network analysis is more complicated due to the introduction of feedback resolution models. To simplify the analysis process, the network is simplified to the model shown in FIGURE 6 .
The model contains data sources, proxy nodes, and sink nodes. And in this article, we assume that the data source contains all the data units x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N in the network. If the data source sends a d-degree codeword, the data contained in that codeword is uniformly picked from the N data units at random. The proxy node gets a codeword from the data source and forwards it to the sink node. Once the sink node decodes a new codeword, it sends the feedback message to the proxy node. The proxy node disseminates the message to the whole network. In order to find out the upper limit of the transition time sequence, we need to consider the worst case. Under the simplified data transmission and feedback model, we assume that there is a round delay in the partial feedback during the transmission from the sink node to the data source. That is, the new data just decoded cannot be immediately used in feedback to eliminate the invalid codeword. In fact, this feedback delay is in line with the actual situation of the protocol with weak feedback effect.
B. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL CODEWORD DEGREE CONVERSION TIME SEQUENCE
Because decoder D will save the complex codeword for later decoding. Therefore, it is difficult to find the optimal conversion time sequence for the decoder D. In this section, we use a simpler decoder S to analyze and, based on the conclusion, prove the upper limit of the sequence under the new protocol. Since the proposed protocol is improved on the basis of GCP, partial derivation of optimal codeword conversion time sequence in GCP also applies to our sequence.
In this section, we will introduce the conclusions derived in the paper [4] , and based on some conclusions, we derive a new codeword conversion time sequence. First, we introduce several conclusions about the properties of the instantaneous decoder S in [4] .
Lemma 1: Given a sequence of codewords s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k , define δ [1, k] as the length of the sequence. Then it can be concluded that the data decoded by the iterative decoder D is not less than the data decoded by the instantaneous decoder S, that is, D(δ [1, k] 
Lemma 2: Assume that the sink node has decoded r data units and the current codeword degree is d. For each codeword sent by the data source, the probability that it can decode new data units is:
Let R i indicates the number of symbols that the sink node decoded from the codewords whose degree not greater than i, VOLUME 7, 2019 where:
Lemma 3: ρ r,i ≥ ρ r,i+1 as long as r ≤ R i = iN −1 i+1 • The above three lemmas are the conclusions in [3] and [4] about decoder S. The conclusions below are the derivation in our paper.
Theorem 4:
2 symbols, the expected number of codewords is:
where
To decode R 1 data units, it becomes a coupon collection problem without a feedback process. If it is expectd to collect K codewords, K − R 1 codewords are duplicated in the collection process. After adding the feedback process without delay, these K −R 1 codewords can be eliminated. In the worst case, the repeated codewords can only be eliminated when they appear for the second time.
As shown in the FIGURE 7 below, we consider the issue of feedback delays. Let M = k − R 1 , and the number of codewords that can be digested at least is the number of codewords that repeats again. The problem can be transformed into a Pigeonhole Principle model with a size of M . According to the pigeonhole principle, the number of codewords that repeat again is the number of empty nests.
Define a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a M as a repeating symbol sequence, Q indicates the number of codewords that are repeated again.
Let
is the probability of a i has not appeared. And the probability that has appeared is,
Whether a i appears or not is an independent event, hence
The expectation of Q is:
So the expectation of at least decoding the decoded words is E
Theorem 5:
j+1 symbols, the degree conversion time sequence is:
Proof: In [4] , when decoder S has been decoded r symbols, where R j−1 ≤ r < R j , the probability that the next codeword which degree is j can be decoded is:
Without feedback, to decode R j − R j−1 symbols, the number of required codewords is:
While the feedback process is introduced, duplicate codewords will not be submitted by the data source. The probability of repeated codewords being received is (
The expectation of the number of repetitions generated by receiving the above quantity codewords is:
Hence,
Finally, according to Lemma 1, the number of data units decoded by decoder D is not less than decoder S. Therefore, the time conversion sequence of the decoder S is also the sequence of the decoder D.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we compared the performance of our three protocols base on RFDG based on the following list of metrics, and we also compared them under the disaster scenarios.
A. EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
Our experiment is implemented in about 2000 lines of C++ code. We consider a random wireless sensor network where 500 nodes are randomly placed in a 100 × 100 square and one sink node at the edge of the square. Each node has a same transmission radius R, if a pair of nodes are within a distance R, these two nodes are connected. In addition, as mentioned earlier, all source nodes have a protocol that can hold 10 packets and extra space. In our experiments, we define the square with parameter R = 20 corresponds the sparse network and R = 10 corresponds the dense network.
To evaluate our proposed protocols, the performance metrics are list below.
(1) The proportion of decoded codewords. It most directly reflects the data collection and decoding efficiency of the protocols. The protocol decodes all the data in fewer rounds, indicating that the protocol collection efficiency is more efficient.
(2) Number of redundant symbols. According to the discussion in the previous section, the fewer redundant symbols, the higher the network's transmission efficiency and the collection efficiency of the protocols. This metrics is also set to distinguish and contrast the efficiency of the three protocols we proposed in this paper based on RFDG.
(3) The number of times the nodes in the network sent. For our proposed protocols, we must not only evaluate its data collection efficiency, but also evaluate its energy efficiency. The nodes' transmission energy consumption accounts for most of the total energy consumption, and it can also be used to refer to the degree of network congestion.
B. RFDG IN RANDOM NETWORKS
FIGURE 8 describes the comparison of the decoding rates of the three protocols we proposed based on RFDG and GCP in the scenarios of sparse network (R = 10) and dense network (R = 20). As shown in the figure, on the one hand, in this kind of random network, the performance gap of the three protocols based on RFDG is small, and the decoding efficiency exceeded GCP. This is due to the performance improvements brought by the RFDG so that the protocol can decode all the data earlier. On the other hand, in sparse networks, although the performance of the two protocols is lower than that of dense networks, the RFDG-based protocols can still avoid the delayed effect better than GCP. This is because the feedback of RFDG destroys the local effect of the redundant symbols, so that the redundant symbols can flow out preferentially, avoiding repeated forwarding.
It can be seen from the above experiments that the communication radius R has a direct impact on the connectivity of the network, and further affects the data collection efficiency and decoding efficiency of the protocols. The following experiment compares the rounds required for each protocol to collect 75% and 100% of data under the change of communication radius R, and discuss the effect of R on the efficiency of the protocols. FIGURE 9 depicts the rounds at which the four protocols collected 75% and 100% of the data respectively. From the perspective of collection efficiency, the efficiency of the RFDG-based protocols are better than that of GCP, and the efficiency of the RFDG's three protocols is not much different. From the point of view of connectivity, GCP is less affected by connectivity than RFDG. As can be seen from the figure, as the communication radius increases, the collection rate of RFDG-based protocols is faster than that of GCP. Therefore, RFDG is less tolerant of the decrease in connectivity than GCP. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Collection rounds needed that decode 75% and 100% codewords.
C. THE NUMBER OF REDUNDANT SYMBOLS
The number of redundant symbols is used to evaluate the feedback effect of the RFDG-based protocols. In the process of data collecting, the less the redundant symbols in the network, the better the feedback effect and the higher collection efficiency of the protocol. In FIGURE 10 , the redundant symbols in each round of the protocols are described under sparse and dense network respectively. The RFDG-based protocols have better effect of digesting redundant symbols than GCP during the entire collection process and the actual decoding efficiency also confirms the assertion that ''reducing the number of redundant symbols in the network can improve the collection of data''. In GCP, the number of redundant codewords continues to rise until the start of encoding at 375th round approximately. Then repeats this process until the sink collects all codewords, in the end, this number grows rapidly.
Furthermore, we noticed that in sparse networks, RFDG-based protocols have subsequently increased the number of redundant symbols in dense networks. This is due to the decline of network connectivity, which makes the feedback spread to a certain extent more slowly and the latest feedback message cannot be quickly propagated to the remote place of the network. Therefore, in the final period of data collection, the number of redundant symbols has increased.
D. RFDG IN DISASTER SCENARIOS
FIGURE 11 depicts the comparison of the decoding efficiency of the protocol under centralized and random disasters. In both two figures, the GCP has a serious delayed effect because some of the nodes' data were destroyed before they were evenly distributed on the network. Most of the later period of network data collection is to collect these few data. In contrast, RFDG-based protocols have only slight delayed effect. This is because the RFDG-based protocols digest redundant symbols, allowing fresh data to be forwarded in the network faster. This allows data to be more frequently exchanged to other neighbors before a node disaster occurs, thereby spreading data faster. When the node is damaged, the average effective data that is damaged in a single node is less.
The comparison of the two figures shows that collecting all data in a centralized disaster scenario is more difficult than in a random disaster scenario. In centralized disaster scenario, RWFGC used 1000 rounds to collect all the data, and in random disaster scenario, this number is about 850. Other protocols like BFGC and DEFGC, collect all data very early. The protocols base on RFDG perform better than GC in various disaster scenarios.
E. THE NUMBER OF REDUNDANT SYMBOLS IN DISASTER SCENARIOS
FIGURE 12 shows how the number of redundant symbols in a disaster scenario changes with the number of data collections. In the centralized disaster scenario on the left, we noticed that the number of redundant symbols collected by GCP gradually decreases. This is because the sink node collects one symbol in each round and this symbol no longer exists in the network. In fact, due to the occurrence of disasters, GCP has some hard-to-collect data, and leading to the delayed effects. It can be seen that in the final stage of data collecting, the number of redundant symbols remains at a very high level, which makes the last fresh data difficult to collect. However, in other three protocols, the redundant codewords have remained at a very low level. And in the end of the collection process, there are only a few redundant codewords in the network. 
F. THE NUMBER OFDATA TRANSMISSIONS FOR NODES IN THE NETWORK
FIGURE 13 depicts the number of data transmitted by all nodes in the network varies with the number of rounds over the data collection process. We are concerned about the completion of the data collection, transmission protocol number and the number of nodes in each round and the average transmission times. It can be seen from the figures that the trend is the same in both the sparse network on the left and the dense network on the right. Among them, BFGC has the highest number of transmissions because it uses extra feedback. Even if it was collected at the fastest rate, it could not be sent as many times as possible due to rapid collection. DEFGC uses the least number of transmissions and the number of transmissions per unit round is equal to GCP. This is also the advantage of DEFGCP: sacrificed part of the collection performance in exchange for less energy consumption. Although RWFGCP is sent more times than DEFGCP, it only uses a small amount of additional feedback to improve the collection performance.
In the end of this section, we compare the three protocols with GCP and sort them by the metrics mentioned at the beginning of this section. In TABLE 1, the number in the cell VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 13. Number of packets exchange when decoding symbols. is the rank of the four protocols under the specific metrics. For example, for the metrics of data collection efficiency, BFGCP is the best and GCP performs the worst.
VII. RELATED WORKS
In terms of improving the network data persistence, network coding is used to improve the reliability of data storage and transmission. The basic idea is to combine the packets before the intermediate nodes forward them, so that one packet can contain multiple node data information, and then the packet is dispersed throughout the network; once some nodes fail, their data still exist in the network. When the system receives some of these encoded packets, it can recover all the source data through the decoding process.
The basic ideas of network coding in [3] , [30] , and [31] are: 1) In terms of the reliability of data collection, a zeroconfiguration network that does not require maintenance of network routing is generally used. The diffusion of data random exchange between neighbors is used instead of routingoriented data transmission to reduce the effect of network topology changes on data transmission to ensure the reliability of data collection. 2) In the terms of data storage reliability, use the network coding technology [32] , by changing data between adjacent nodes randomly in the network, and encode the packets when exchange data, so the data can backuped and distributed in the network. When nodes failure, their data have the opportunity to continue survive in other nodes.
COPE [28] is the foundation of wireless sensor network coding, sensor nodes encode the data packets using sensed data and exist symbols by XOR them, and send the packets to the receiver, then decode the packets at receiver using the same method.
References [3] , [21] , and [22] adopt different coding techniques, which are more effective than those without coding techniques. However, these solutions using traditional coding techniques, such as Reed Solomon [23] , LT [24] , digital fountain code [6] , LDPC [25] , and turbo codes [26] , require a large amount of codewords to be accumulated before decoding. Reference [27] pointed out that this type of technology do not apply to the network where resources are limited and will catch failure at any time.
Kamra et al. [3] first systemically analyzed the data persistence in zero-configuration disaster scene, and proposed the Growth Codes. The main idea is nodes gradually increase the ''degree'' of data by combining the received data with the data stored by itself. And then nodes exchange these codewords with neighbors. By this way, each codeword can store more and more mixed information. As the number of information received by the collection node increases, new uncollected information can be parsed from these codewords. However, this method does not effectively solve the problem of redundant data transmission, and the data collection speed will quickly reduce during the later period. When the recovery amount reaches more than 80% of the source data, the collection efficiency may fall below 30% of its peak stage, presenting a delayed effect.
Reference [29] uses network coding to increase the characteristics of information entropy in data transmission to reduce the communication overhead and collision in the transmission process, and then improve the data persistence of the network.
Karande et al. [27] found that in the perimeter monitoring (PM) network topologies, the performance of random network coding is better than that of Growth Codes, and a feedback mechanism is introduced to centrally control the timing of coding and transmission. However, this scheme is not feasible in many scenarios. Resilient Coding [20] investigated the suitability of Growth Codes' distribution, and discussed the distribution of Growth Codes, designed special data distribution algorithms, and then designed a corresponding data dissemination algorithm. They also performed a range of experiments in the real environment. Munaretto et al. [19] conducted a detailed analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the Growth Codes, and proposed several modifications, including a strategy of multicodewords mixed coding, Gaussian Elimination decoding techniques, and so on.
In addition, Runge and Kolla [5] proposed a solution for reliable data maintenance in large-scale wireless sensor networks. This solution can tolerate higher failure rates and can effectively accelerate the collection and decoding of network data. However, each node in the network is both a sensor node and a sink node, that is, the node is required to have a larger storage to store all the original codewords in the network for fault tolerance and decoding. The requirements for node's computation, energy, and storage capabilities are relatively large and do not apply to low-performance wireless sensor networks. Lin et al. [6] proposed a decentralized fountain code scheme to improve the durability and reliability of data. However, this scheme needs to calculate the mixing time of its invariant distribution according to the Markov model, which requiring a strong capability of computing. Liu et al. [8] proposed a data collection protocol basing on Medium Compressed Sensing Theory [9] , which improves the efficiency of data collection. Reference [7] applied the method in Open vehicle routing [15] to the data collection problems in wireless sensor networks, but such method needs the support of lightweight routing protocols. However, due to the hot issues [10] in some disaster scenarios, we should avoid using collection protocols that require routing protocols. In order to modify the Growth Codes, [11] associated the decimal degree with the codewords, and used the natural property of broadcasting in wireless sensor networks to improve the coding and collection efficiency. But the broadcast needs to use local topology information to optimize the number of broadcasts as well as to reduce energy consumption and the problem of broadcast storms [12] . A neighbor list is necessary and the scheme will be very inefficient when node capture fails.
Reference [33] proposed a novel cluster separation-based network coding scheme(CSNC) to solve the problem of continuous data collection in wireless sensor networks with mobile base stations. And [34] proposed an opportunistic routing mechanism for data collection in distributed disaster scenarios, dynamically adapting to node failures and selecting the optimal opportunistic routes. The advantage of this mechanism is that the total forwarding time is very low.
The network coding technology represented by Digital Fountain Code [35] is widely used in data collection and storage of wireless sensor networks. By adopting network coding technology based on digital fountain code, network performance such as network reliability, stability and robustness can be improved. Luby [24] makes the Fountain code work in practice, LT codes [24] is a kind of rateless linear random fountain code, the decode algorithm is simple, but can't decode under a fixed price. LT codes greatly reduce the complexity of coding technology, and at the same time, it also expands the application of network coding. Shokrollahi et al. proposed an improved LT code called Raptor code [35] . The performance of Raptor code is better and the contradiction between compiling complexity and transmission efficiency is solved by concatenation code. The performance of coding and decoding with linear time is realized by using precoding mechanism. The earliest proposed LT codes and Raptor codes are based on the LDPC [36] code principle and are designed for use with erased channels for network broadcasting.
Li et al. [37] proposed two strategies to reduce the invalid communication when coding with the help of two hops neighbor's overhearing information. The distributed encoding mechanism proposed by Liang et al. [31] LTSIDP, adopts the strategy of node collaborative monitoring, which can select the data transmitted according to the results of collaborative monitoring, and it is very obvious to improve the coding efficiency. Reference [38] proposed a distributed storage algorithm which does not rely on the topology, routing and location of sensor nodes. It uses cluster centric network data storage and has high storage efficiency. However, due to the simplicity of clustering method, there are some limitations in practical network applications. Azimi et al. [39] designed a special erasing code strategy with the aid of the spatial rule characteristics of node failures for heterogeneous rule sensor networks, which grately improved the data reliability, but this method requires completely regular spatial shape. Reference [40] proposed a distributed random linear coding mechanism RLC, which is suitable for the dangerous network in central region, but it still needs to further improve the control of broadcast overhead and random walk execution. Champel improved the LT code [41] in the WSN and improved the confidence propagation decoding algorithm, which makes the complexity of the algorithm greatly reduced, but the exact convergence of the algorithm is very difficult. Reference [42] discussed the influence of joining nodes in the network. It applies the random linear network coding to the WSN with the change of network scale and applies the random linear network coding to the wireless sensor network with the change of network scale. And it proposes the opportunity mechanism and the determination mechanism to optimize the length and correctness of the coding block gradually. However, the computational complexity introduced by this mechanism is huge and needs to be optimized.
Although the above-mentioned growth-based coding models have achieved certain results in improving storage reliability, collecting reliability, etc., they still relied on random replication and non-routing-oriented data transmission methods. And the design of these strategies is based on the assumption that the data is distributed uniformly in the network and all codewords have the same probability to reach to the sink. However, it does not well capture protocol behavior in realistic networks. Often the data storage far from the sink would have less chance to reach to the sink, which will affect the data collection performance of sink nodes.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we first analyze the reasons for the low efficiency of data collection protocols based on degreegrowth in the later period through mathematical derivation VOLUME 7, 2019 and experiments. A class of stochastic feedback resolution model is proposed. The sink nodes convey the numbered information of the decoded data to the network in a feedback manner, so that the network nodes can use this information to remove the redundant codewords that do not need to be collected again. These codewords will exit from the data exchange phase and reduce the resource consumption. This model can increase the valid information rate in data exchanging, and finally increase data decoding efficiency. Based on this model, three new data collection protocols are designed based on different characteristics of the feedback mechanism. Experiments show that the data collection protocol based on the RFDG model can solve the slowing down of collection speed and the delayd effect in the end of data collection.
Our three protocols based on RFDG model improve the overall decoding efficiency of the network, but there are still problems of network congestion and packets overhead. Since both BFGC and RWFGC require additional feedback messages, a large number of feedback messages will be generated when more codewords are decode later. Although the feedback messages are limited to prevent the generation of network storm, these feedback messages are continuously spread in the network, and will still cause a certain burden on the network. In future work, we want to reduce feedback frequency to dynamically change the feedback cycle, and the ability of adaptive tuning to reduce the impact of feedback messages on network communication overhead. In addition, the feedback message itself is a kind of overhead, while the DEFGC protocol does not use a separate feedback message packet, but the feedback message still exists in the normal communication packet. With the collection of data, the feedback overhead increases linearly with the number of communication. If feedback messages occupy a higher proportion of packets, then feedback messages will become the biggest cost of the network. For the future work, we want to design the incremental feedback mechanism, reduce the burden of feedback messages, and reduce the total energy consumption of the network.
